Abstract-The goal of pan-sharpening is to fuse a low spatial resolution multispectral image with a higher resolution panchromatic image to obtain an image with high spectral and spatial resolution. The Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) method is a popular pan-sharpening method used for its efficiency and high spatial resolution. However, the final image produced experiences spectral distortion. In this letter, we introduce two new modifications to improve the spectral quality of the image. First, we propose imageadaptive coefficients for IHS to obtain more accurate spectral resolution. Second, an edge-adaptive IHS method was proposed to enforce spectral fidelity away from the edges. Experimental results show that these two modifications improve spectral resolution compared to the original IHS and we propose an adaptive IHS that incorporates these two techniques. The adaptive IHS method produces images with higher spectral resolution while maintaining the high-quality spatial resolution of the original IHS.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY satellites provide two types of images: highresolution panchromatic and low-resolution multispectral. The multispectral image lacks high spatial quality and the panchromatic image has low spectral quality. Due to these restrictions, many pan-sharpening methods have been created to fuse the two images together to obtain an image with high spectral and high spatial resolutions. A few popular pan-sharpening methods are: IHS [1] , PCA-based image fusion [2] , waveletbased image fusion [3] , Brovey [4] , and P+XS [5] . Each method experiences a tradeoff between spectral and spatial quality. Researchers have created variants of these methods to improve their spectral and spatial quality. In this letter, we propose new adaptations to the IHS method.
IHS-based methods are often used due to their simple computation, high spatial resolution and efficiency. The fused image results in high spatial resolution and low spectral resolution. Many modifications have been proposed to enhance its spectral quality.
The IHS fusion technique converts a color image from RGB space to the IHS color space. Here, the I (intensity) band is replaced by the panchromatic image. The intensity band I is calculated using
where M i are the multispectral bands, and the standard value for α in an RGB image is α i = 1/3. However, most multispectral images consist of four bands, RGB, and an infrared band. To address this issue, researchers have extended this method for other multispectral images by using α i = 1/N where N is the number of bands [6] , [7] . For the IKONOS satellite, the coefficients α were experimentally determined [8] .
Before fusing the two images, first we upsample the multispectral image by a factor of four and we normalize each band of the image to the range [0, 1]. After completing the initial steps, we do a histogram matching of the panchromatic image P to ensure that the mean and standard deviation of the panchromatic image and multispectral image are within the same range using
where σ and μ are the standard deviation and mean, respectively. Finally, the fused multichannel image F is formed by
The final fused IHS image usually has high spatial but low spectral resolution. We propose an image-adaptive IHS method that produces high spectral resolution by finding imageadaptive α coefficient. We also propose a method that extracts the edges of the panchromatic image and combines it with the multispectral image to increase the spectral quality. Finally, we propose an adaptive IHS that incorporates these techniques together to improve the quality of the fused image.
II. MODIFICATIONS TO IHS
A. Image Adaptive Coefficients
In order to minimize spectral distortion in the IHS pansharpened image, we propose a new modification of the IHS that varies the manner the intensity band is calculated depending on the initial multispectral and panchromatic images. To minimize spectral distortion the intensity band should approximate the panchromatic image as closely as possible. Therefore, in this adaptive IHS method we want to determine the coefficients α that best approximate
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The first term ensures that the coefficients yield a linear combination that approximates the panchromatic image. Physically we do not want negative α, therefore we add the non-negativity constraint on the α using the Lagrange multiplier γ. In order to solve this minimization problem we use a gradient descent method. Calculating the derivative with respect to α gives
We discretize the PDE to obtain a semi-implicit scheme
This equation can be solved quickly by linear algebra methods. Calculating the coefficients in this manner increases the spectral quality of the images because it generates coefficients according to the original data, and maintains the good spatial quality of the IHS method.
B. Edge-Adaptive IHS
In this method, we want to transfer the edges from the panchromatic image to the fused image. This approach extracts the edges from the panchromatic image; where there are edges, the IHS method was imposed; otherwise, the multispectral image was used. The fused multichannel image F is formed by the new formula:
where h(x) is an edge detecting function. We want h(x) to equal to 1 on edges and equal to zero off edges. The extracted edge can be obtained using standard edge detection methods such as they Canny detector [9] . We found experimentally that the best results were produced by the edge detector suggested by Perona and Malik [10] . The edges of the panchromatic image are extracted using an exponential edge detector
where ∇P is the gradient of the panchromatic image, λ is a parameter indicating how large the gradient should be in order to be an edge and controls the smoothness of the image, and ε is a small value that enforces a nonzero denominator [11] .
The values that proved successful are λ = 10 −9 and ε = 10 −10 . Using these values and combining the edge detection with the original IHS increases the spectral resolution significantly.
C. Adaptive IHS
Due to the high performance of the edge-adaptive method and image-adaptive coefficient method, we also present a method that combines these two techniques. The integration of these two techniques with IHS we call adaptive IHS. This method preserves the high spatial quality and increases the spectral quality. In this method, the α i 's are computed to create the I band, and the edge detection formula h(x) is inserted as well to compute the final fused image. We compare the performance of these three methods in the following section.
III. RESULTS
Four-band multispectral QuickBird and LANDSAT data was used for our experiments. The algorithms were implemented in Matlab. The software and documentation is available online at: www.math.ucla.edu/~wittman/pansharpening.
The original IHS, edge-adaptive, image-adaptive, stationary Wavelet, PCA, and adaptive IHS methods are being compared for their spectral and spatial quality. Spatial quality can be judged visually, but subtle color changes are more difficult to notice in this manner. Therefore, we consult performance metrics in order to evaluate the spectral quality. Since highresolution ground truth was not available, we compared the fusion results against an upsampled version of the original data.
We use several different metrics to help us analyze our results. Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) calculates the average change in angle of all spectral vectors [12] . Spectral Information Divergence (SID) views each pixel spectrum as a random variable and then measures the discrepancy of probabilistic behaviors between spectra [13] . A Universal Image Quality Index (Q-average) models any distortion as a combination of three different factors: loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and contrast distortion [14] , [15] . The relative average spectral error (RASE) characterizes the average performance of the method of image fusion in the spectral bands [16] . We also used the root mean squared error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (CC) to analyze and compare the spectral quality [17] . The CC calculates the spectral distortion by comparing the CC between the original multispectral bands and the bands of the final fused image. RMSE is the root mean square error between the fused image and the multispectral image. Relative dimensionless global error in synthesis (ERGAS) is a normalized version of RMSE designed to calculate the spectral distortion [18] .
In Figs. 1-4 , the IHS and adaptive IHS methods both clearly sharpen the original image and greatly improve the spatial quality. In Figs. 1 and 2 , the spectral distortion of the standard IHS method is most visible in the blue color of the swimming pool and running track. The adaptive IHS method produces an image whose colors better match the original image. Spectral distortion is also visible in the forest shown in Fig. 4 . The shadows in the trees are more precise and darker in the adaptive IHS method than in the original.
Next we look at the metrics to evaluate the spectral quality. We want the metrics to correspond to our prediction of the methods. The values in Tables I-IV correspond to the images in Figs. 1-4 , respectively. In all tables, the values of the metrics are closer to the optimal value when using the adaptive IHS. The image-adaptive and edge-adaptive both perform better than the original IHS. Combining the techniques achieves even better results. Note that the values in Tables I and II show more  improvement than Tables III and IV . This is because the images corresponding to the last two tables are rural scenes and there are fewer strong edges to sharpen than in an urban or suburban scene. We also show the results for the Stationary Wavelet and PCA methods. The performance of IHS is consistently better than PCA. Comparing to Stationary Wavelet, the metrics are close to IHS. The spectral quality of the wavelet method is usually better, but the tradeoff is that the Stationary Wavelet method is much slower to compute and the fused image often has lower visual quality than images produced by the IHS methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
The IHS pan-sharpening method gives good spatial quality and is a commonly used algorithm for its speed and simplicity. To improve its spectral quality we proposed two new techniques: edge-adaptive and image-adaptive. The merging of these techniques improves the spectral quality of the IHSfused image while maintaining its spatial resolution. Therefore, we proposed the adaptive IHS that incorporates both of these techniques, which in turn presents the best spectral quality among these methods. The performance evaluation metrics confirmed the competence of the adaptive IHS method.
